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ABSTRACT

With the advent of ignited plasmas at the National Ignition Facility (NIF), alpha physics has become a driving factor in theoretical
understanding and experimental behavior. In this communication, we explore aspects of direct alpha-ion heating through comparison of the
consequences from the one-fluid and two-fluid models in the hydrodynamic approach. We show that the case with all alpha energy deposited
in electrons raises the ignition criteria by �4 keV or �0:2 g=cm2 in the hotspot relative to the case with all alpha energy deposited in ions. In
the case of the recently ignited NIF implosion, 30% of the 3.5MeV a energy is deposited into the DT fuel ions, for which there is negligible
difference between the one-fluid and two-fluid ignition criteria. However, changes in the ion stopping fraction through profile effects and
alternate stopping power models could lead to ignition curve shifts of �1 keV.

VC 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0180544

Recently, the National Ignition Facility (NIF) achieved its long
sought and eponymous goal of ignition for an Inertial Confinement
Fusion (ICF) experiment.1–3 This entails coupling more power from
fusion into the hotspot than escapes via bremsstrahlung, conduction,
and pdV expansion work so that a self-propagating burn wave is pro-
duced and grows until the capsule is disassembled by outward
expansion.

The standard formulation for ignition criteria in a hydrodynamic
regime often involves a simple one-fluid model where bremsstrahlung
and other losses and sources of fusion power and compressive work
act upon the same fluid.1,4 In this context, we begin with the system of
equations developed in Ref. 4,

dE
dt

¼ Pf � Pb � Pc � 4pR2ups;

dN
dt

¼ ðð1� fhsÞPf þ PcÞ
3T

;

dR
dt

¼ u;

(1)

where E is the total internal energy of the hotspot, N is the number of
DT atoms in the hotspot (which is equal to the number of electrons),
and R is the hotspot radius. u is a velocity characterizing the expansion

of the hotspot through burn wave propagation; ps is the stagnation
pressure; and Pf , Pc, and Pb are power losses/gains through fusion
alphas, conduction, and bremsstrahlung, respectively. Finally, fhs is a
number representing the fraction of alpha energy deposited in the hot-
spot, and T ¼ ð2=3ÞE=N is the temperature in the hotspot.

Note that Eq. (1) can be split into a separate ion and electron fluid
that behave identically, like so

dEi
dt

¼ Pf =2� Pb=2� Pc=2� 4pR2ups=2;

dEe
dt

¼ dEi
dt

;

dN
dt

¼ 2ðð1� fhsÞPf þ PcÞ
3ðTi þ TeÞ ;

dR
dt

¼ u:

(2)

Such that E ¼ Ei þ Ee and TiðeÞ ¼ ð2=3ÞEiðeÞ=N , where i sub-
scripts denote the ion fluid and e subscripts the electron fluid. This
splitting at the moment does not change the dynamics at all, since the
ions are forced to behave identically to the electrons—it does, however,
provide a useful comparison to the two-fluid case where ions and elec-
trons behave separately.
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In reality, bremsstrahlung and conduction losses are mostly con-
fined to the electron fluid, while energy addition through alpha stop-
ping can go into both an alpha-ion channel and alpha-electron. The
alpha-electron channel is the most commonly mentioned one in the
context of ICF ignition research, but alpha-ion stopping becomes
more and more important as electron temperatures increase because
electron thermal speed becomes more disparate from the alpha veloc-
ity.4–6 This can be seen in Fig. 1(a), where the ion fraction of alpha
stopping power fi ¼ ðdE=dxÞa!i=ðdE=dxÞtot is plotted vs alpha energy
and electron temperature given the LP stopping model6

dEt!f

dx
¼ � Ztexpf

vt

� �2

lnKb � l�mf

mt

dl
df

� 1
lnKb

lþ dl
df

� �� �� �
;

(3)

where dEt!f =dx is the stopping power of test particle t on a field of
species f, Zt is the charge of t, xpf is the plasma frequency of f, vtðf Þ is
the velocity of t( f ), lnKb is the coulomb log of t ! f collisions, f

¼ v2t =v
2
f ; lðfÞ ¼ 2

Ð f
0 expð�nÞ ffiffiffi

n
p

dn=
ffiffiffi
p

p
is the Maxwell integral, and

mtðf Þ is the test (field) particle mass.
In Fig. 1(b), this fraction has been averaged over the alpha stop-

ping trajectory to get h fii, the average ion stopping fraction over a uni-
form hotspot. The resulting curve reveals that for ignition relevant
capsules, a significant fraction of the energy is deposited through the
alpha-ion channel. Since ion energy is directly coupled to fusion power
but not directly coupled to two of the loss mechanisms, this could
potentially have discernible impacts on ignition dynamics. Other ion
stopping power models have been studied before—one such example

being indicated on Fig. 1(b) from Ref. 5, which uses a first order expan-
sion of the collision operator as opposed to the second order expansion
from Ref. 6. While some past works of ICF modeling explored alpha-
ion physics through a kinetic7,8 or hybrid approach,9 direct illustration
of the effect of alpha-ion stopping in isolation using a hydrodynamic
approach is lacking.

To determine the extent of these effects, we alter the model of Eq.
(2) by separating these dynamics to the appropriate fluid and introduc-
ing an ion–electron equilibration term10

dEi
dt

¼ Pf h fii � 4pR2ups=2þ 3
2
N�ðTe � TiÞ;

dEe
dt

¼ Pf ð1� h fiiÞ � Pb � Pc � 4pR2ups=2

þ 3
2
N�ðTi � TeÞ;

dN
dt

¼ 2ðð1� fhsÞPf þ PcÞ
3ðTi þ TeÞ ;

dR
dt

¼ u:

(4)

The new parameter � is the temperature equilibration frequency
for electrons and ions (ion–ion and electron–electron times are orders
of magnitude faster and neglected here). ��1 � 10 ps for the condi-
tions in the N210808 hotspot,1,2 which is less than but a similar order
to the burn width (�90 ps), and thus, can have noticeable effects on
dynamics. To probe this, a system of differential equations with the
form of Eqs. (2) and (4) were solved using the Adams/BDF
method,11,12 with expressions for Pf, Pb, Pc, fhs, and � taken from Refs.
4 and 13

Pf ¼ N
2V

� �2

VEa0bf T
�2=3
i expð�19:94T�1=3

i;keV Þ;

Pb ¼ bb �
N
V

� �2

T1=2
e V;

Pc ¼ 3AeT7=2
e

lnKeeR2
V ;

fhs ¼
3
2
sa � 4

5
s2a; sa � 1=2;

1� 1
4sa

� 1
160s3a

; sa > 1=2;

8>>><
>>>:

� ¼ b�ðmDTmeÞ1=2ðN=VÞlnKie

ðmDTTe þmeTiÞ3=2
;

(5)

where bf, bb, Ae, and b� are unitful constants, Ea0 is the initial DT a
kinetic energy, V is hotspot volume,mDTðeÞ is the average DT (electron)

mass, and sa � 9lnKaeðqRÞhs;g=cm2=T
3=2
e;keV is the ratio of hotspot radius

to alpha range in the hotspot.
The burn wave was assumed to behave as a strong shock follow-

ing Ref. 4, yielding u ¼ 0:2 lm=ps. Initial conditions were taken from
experimental values of NIF shot N210307,14,15 which did not ignite.
Additionally, to account for the fact that the experimental values of
N210808 are taken in a burn averaged sense over an igniting plasma,
and thus, are not the most relevant for initial conditions, a synthetic
set of data are also used with intermediate conditions between

FIG. 1. Fraction of energy fi deposited by alphas into DT plasma ions, assuming
nDT ¼ 1026cm�3 (a) plotted vs alpha energy and electron temperature for the LP
model (b) averaged over a 3.5 MeV DT alpha stopping trajectory in solid red and a
model from Ref. 5 in dotted blue and labeled F. The marked point shows the aver-
aged h fii for the first igniting NIF shot N210808 on the LP curve. This indicates that
a non-negligible amount of fusion power couples directly into ions and that there is
a large variation in the extent of this coupling as hotspot conditions change.
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N210808 and N210307. A summary of the various initial conditions is
given in Table I.

Figure 2 shows the dynamic values of several variables vs time
given the initial conditions described above. Within these simulations,
only ps and u are fixed, while other variables like h fii are functions of
the state of the capsule. Most strikingly, with the synthetic intermediate
data used, the one-fluid model indicates ignition via a rapid tempera-
ture and density rise, while the two-fluid model does not. Thus, there
are regions of parameter space where experiments approaching the
igniting conditions of N210808 would be predicted to ignite with the
one-fluid model but not with the two-fluid model. Additionally, we
can see measurable differences �10 ps between the burn initiation
time for one-fluid and two-fluid models. Thus, precisely measuring the

bang time and width of the burn should help to elucidate the relation-
ships between ion and electron temperatures and the increasing rate of
alpha-ion deposition as temperatures increase.

To further probe the effect of direct alpha-ion stopping, h fii is held
artificially constant in this model. So as to avoid confusion with the
dynamic value from before, we denote the constant stopping fraction by
h fiic hereafter. The results from such a setup are shown in Fig. 3, which
shows the burn history for the intermediate synthetic initial conditions
for a variety of fixed ion stopping fractions. It is seen that there is a
strong sensitivity on ion stopping fraction for the two-fluid model and
that the one-fluid model performs about as well as the two-fluid model
with h fiic ¼ 0:4. This aligns with the fact that the model implicitly has
h fiic ¼ 0:5 from Eq. (2). The slightly lower h fii required for the model
to be equivalent to the two-fluid model is because the ion channel in the
two-fluid model is shielded from direct energy losses. Overall, it is
shown that the degree to which fusion energy couples directly to ions
can have a notable effect on ignition dynamics and that the model
behaves similarly to the two-fluid model with h fiic fixed at 0.4.

While other works exploring ignition criteria have implicitly or
explicitly included two-fluid effects, they have either focused on a lim-
ited number of cases, which are often out of date in terms of design,5,7

or they have utilized complicated integrated models that make it diffi-
cult to distinguish the influences of particular mechanisms.16

As a more thorough study, a suite of simulations may be run to
get a sense of how the ignition boundary is shifted by two-fluid effects.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, which shows how the ignition criteria
changes for the two-fluid model under the two extremes of h fiic ¼ 0:0
and h fiic ¼ 1:0 as compared to the one-fluid model and the two-fluid
LP model.6 These simulations assume an isobaric hotspot with
pstag ¼ 2n0T0; Vhs ¼ 3� 105 lm3, and u ¼ 0:2 lm=ps. The benefit
of this model is that it has a low computational cost that easily
allows for scans such as this one over large regions of parameter space.
Figure 4 shows that the impact of two-fluid effects can be quite large,
with the h fiic ¼ 0:0 shifting ignition criteria up by �0:05 g=cm2 or
�2 keV relative to the one-fluid model for ignition relevant condi-
tions. However, the difference between the one-fluid and two-fluid
with LP alpha stopping is quite small, shifting the ignition boundary

TABLE I. Initial conditions simulated, taken from Refs. 1 and 2 (the electron tempera-
ture is assumed equal to the ion temperature initially due to lack of a measurement).

Initial
conditions

Vhs

(103lm3)
qRhs

(g=cm2)
phs

(Gbar)
Ti;hs

(keV)
Te;hs

(keV)

N210808 640 0.44 569 11 11
Synthetic 270 0.44 400 7.5 7.5
N210307 270 0.38 353 5 5

FIG. 2. Dynamic quantities for the one-fluid (dashed lines) and two-fluid (solid lines)
models given a variety of initial conditions. This indicates that generally the single
fluid model predicts that ignition boundary occurs at higher temperatures and densi-
ties for the standard model as compared to a more physical two-fluid model.

FIG. 3. Burn histories for two-fluid (solid colored lines) and one-fluid (dashed black
line) models, given synthetic initial conditions in Table I. These curves demonstrate
that ion coupling percentage has a strong impact on burn dynamics and that the
model, for these conditions, behaves similarly to the two-fluid model with
h fiic ¼ 0:4.
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by significantly less: �0:02 g=cm or �0:3 keV. Thus, the one-fluid
and two-fluid models have little difference from each other and so the
synthetic intermediate data demonstrated in Fig. 2, in reality, are
exploring a small region in parameter space where the one-fluid model
ignites but the two-fluid LP model does not.

In contrast, the significant shift of the h fiic ¼ 0 boundary with
respect to h fiic ¼ 1 demonstrates that careful inclusion of alpha-ion
partitioning is important to model accurately in hydro simulations of
ICF experiments. To this issue, there have been many burn physics
packages developed for hydrodynamics codes that take into account
nonlocal alpha transport effects using Monte Carlo techniques, and
the work herein reinforces the fact that the choice of alpha stopping
model may play a large part in the behavior of the simulations.

There are several simplifications in this model compared to a full
hydro simulation. Profile effects could work to shift the ignition
boundary up as alphas deposit energy into regions with lower tempera-
tures and, thus, lower h fii, shifting the ignition curve closer to the
h fiic ¼ 0 curve in Fig. 4. If the average temperature experienced by
alphas is halved from 7.5 to 3.8 keV, h fii would drop from �0:2 to
�0:1, leading to a further �1 keV increase in the temperature
required for ignition. This model also does not take into account
re-absorption of radiation, which effectively serves to augment the
electron heat conduction term since radiation is coupled to the elec-
trons. Since this term has no h fii coupling, radiative transport may
shift the absolute locations of the one-fluid and two-fluid curves but
would not be expected to significantly change the relative positioning
of the curves. Finally, this model assumes instantaneous alpha trans-
port, when in reality the alphas will take�10 ps to stop.4,13 This would
likely shift ignition curves upward, but this will affect the ion and elec-
tron channels similarly so the relative relationship between the one-
fluid and two-fluid curves will likely be preserved.

It is interesting to note that related transient dynamics may also
be important for ignition criteria in magnetic fusion, although the
exact model will differ. For instance, conditions on the planned
SPARC tokomak lead to ��1 � 1 s, on the same order as the pulse
width,17 meaning that separate ion and electron dynamics may play a
non-negligible role in achieving self-heating through alphas.

To conclude, details of alpha-ion stopping are important physics
to quantify in the new regime of igniting experiments where burn
physics dominates, and it has, as might be conjectured, noticeable
impacts on ignition criteria. A two-fluid model has been developed
that indicates a �4 keV shift upward in ignition criteria between the
case with 100% of alpha energy coupled into ions vs 100% of alpha
energy coupled into electrons. The recently ignited shot N210808 had
30% of the a energy deposited into the ions, a range in which the two-
fluid model with LP stopping behaves quite similarly to the one-fluid
model. Nevertheless, this model re-emphasizes the importance of tak-
ing into account alpha-ion stopping in hydro-codes and of doing so in
an accurate manner since lower than expected ion stopping and profile
effects could lead to notable shifts upward of the ignition boundary on
the order of 1 keV.
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